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Local entrepreneur and owner of ME Beauty, LLC, Tiffany Piggée created an ingrown hair 

solution; Is there hope for long-term ingrown hair sufferers? 

Studies show that nearly 3 million people are diagnosed annually with ingrown hairs.  While 

many are self-diagnosed,  there’s not much relevant information available to help those that do 

suffer, get relief from their painful ingrown hairs. 

ROCHESTER, MI. - Jan. 12, 2018 - As the new year gets underway, ME Beauty, LLC’s 

Bumpology® Brand has launched a campaign to raise awareness about ingrown hairs and to 

provide people that suffer from this rarely discussed skincare condition some hope.  Brand owner 

and creator Tiffany Piggée created the website www.bumpcology.com to serve as an educational 

tool for people to better understand and efficiently resolve their ingrown hair issues.   

We know that consumers love their beauty products, but there isn’t enough education or research 

that goes into finding appropriate solutions for the less glamorous skin conditions. “Everyone 

hates ingrown hairs, and yet we rarely make mention of them.  It’s a weird taboo subject.  Luckily 

for me, I’ve been helping my clients resolve their ingrown hair issues for over a decade.” -Piggée 

“I want to change society’s reaction to how we treat our skin when we have eruptions.  The goal 

isn't about how aggressive can we be with our largest organ; it’s all about how much love can we 

show it.  My mantra is that our products don’t have to hurt, to work. Hey, I get it!  We don’t like 

our skin being anything less than perfect, but as an esthetician and business owner I have to assess 

what issues my clients have, use my knowledge as a skin care expert, research, and find solutions 

that remedy their issues, not cause more problems for them.” -Piggée 

According to the Mayo Clinic, an ingrown hair occurs when a hair grows back into the skin.  It 

can cause inflammation, pain and tiny bumps in the area.  

Roughly 80% of sources say that hair removal methods cause ingrown hairs. 

90% claim that African American men are the largest demographic plagued with ingrown hairs.  
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Piggée believes that those statistics are grossly inaccurate.  Hair removal methods don't cause 

ingrown hairs.  They are a skin condition caused by the lack of natural exfoliation.  It’s no secret 

that as a society we learn our beauty regimens from our family members.  Good or bad that’s how 

we learn to care for our skin.     

Piggée- “I’m naturally inquisitive and love knowing how or why things function the way they do. 

 Anatomy, Physiology, and Histology of the skin were my favorite subjects when I was in school 

to become an esthetician.  Way back in 2004 while I was a student at David Pressley School of 

Cosmetology, I set a personal goal to resolve one skin condition as licensed esthetician.  So far I 

have focused my energies on ridding the world of ingrown hairs.” 

Women tend to be very bashful when it comes to their bodies, and on the flip side, men are not.   

Piggée rejects the idea that African American men are the most significant demographic that 

suffer from ingrown hairs. “Nope, women are the largest demographic that suffer from this skin 

condition; we often do so in silence and for a very long time.”   

“Tiffany, I have been to a million spas, and dermatologist I have tried everything.  Your product is 

awesome it works for black skin.  I have had bumps in this area for over 20 years.  Your product 

works, and nothing has come close to working as fast and effective. God bless you.  My vanity 

loves you.”- Jennie, California 

“Bumpcology® Serum was a deliberately created to address our issues with ingrown hairs.  It 

works so well that guys can use it too.” -Piggée 
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